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Women's
Take Back The
By Melody Barnett
Assistot Managing Editor

Women's Forum is encouraging
Rhodes students to take part in Take
Back the Night, a program spon-
sored by the Counseling Center as
part of Violence Awareness Week.
The program will begin in the am-
phitheater, with a speaker on the
topic of sexual assault and harass-
ment from the Memphis Sexual As-
sault Resource Center. Following the
presentation, participants in Take
Back the Night will march through
some of the darker, more dangerous
areas of the nearby Memphis com-
munity. The march is designed as a
demonstration against violence on
the streets.

Women's Forum last partici-
pated in Take Back the Night two
years ago, when a group marched
through Overton Park. This year,

tt Caldwell, a member of the

Women's Forum Board, hopes the
march will be an enabling experi-
ence.

"The march is basically empow-
ering women to go outside in the
dark where we're not supposed to go,
because its dangerous for women,"
said Caldwell. "I hope it is empow-
ering for the women on campus, and
I hope that women will participate
in it and get a lot out of it."

Rebecca Anderson, a member of
Women's Forum, explained that the
demonstration illustrates that vio-
lence on the streets is a concern not
only for women, but for a larger
group as well.

"We are told the streets aren't
safe for us, and they're not," said
Anderson. "We want to show that
there's safety in numbers, and we're
taking the streets back. We're not just
taking the night back for women,
we're taking it back for anyone who
wants to be on the streets without

fessor of Religious Studies spoke at
a luncheon, emphasizing what col-
lege administrators and faculty can
do to help break what he called"the-
conspiracy of silence" on church-re-
lated college campuses on Saturday.
He discussed the issues facing col-
leges which are trying to enhance
academic opportunites without
compromising a church relation-
ship.

"Church-related colleges are,
and have been for a long time, in an
identity crisis," Haynes said. "It
hasn't ended; it just has stopped be-
ing talked about."

In an interview, Haynes said that
he believes Rhodes is in a good po-
sition to achieve the proper balance
between an excellent academic repu-
tation and a strong church commit-
ment. He cited the recent
discussions on-campus about

Sight
violence."

Take Back the Night will conclude
with a "speak out" session, in which
participants will be encouraged to
share theirown experiences and com-
ments about violence in general, and
sexual violence, specifically.

"Ihopethatpeoplewillbeableto
put a name to some experiences that
they have had" said Caldwell.

The program will be supported
and attended by members of the
Memphis chapter of the National Or-
ganization of Women. Take Back the
Night begins at 7:30 on April 3,in the
Frazier-lke Amvhithestm

Rhodes's church commitment as an
example of how the "conspiracy of
silence" can be ended.

As a guide, Haynes pointed to
Rhodes's Mission Statement, which
states, "that students should formu-
late their own personal philosophy
in dialogue with a Christian per-
spective ... in an atmosphere which
incourages freedom of thought and
expression for all."

"That's a good way to say it," he
said.

In addition to discussing impor-
tant issues facing Presbyterian col-
leges, the conference allowed the
gathering Presidents an opportu-
nity to experience the Memphis so-
cial scene. The presidents and their
spouses visited such Memphis at-
tractions as Graceland, the National
Civil Rights Museum and the Dixon
Gallery.

The conference held recep-
tions at the Peabody and
Daughdrill's home. According to
Sung-Kook Shin, from the Synod
of the Trinity, the conference par-
ticipants enjoyed Memphis's am-
biance and spring weather.
Though they enjoyed Memphis,
members of conference did spend
considerable time discussing the
issues. Business meetings and
more informal discussions
complemented the speeches.

The conference's talks at
Saturday's luncheon were at times
heated but yielded substantive re-
sults. Professor Haynes said that
he was impressed with the work
done at the conference.

"They really got down to the
important issues which are key to
the survival of the church-related
college," Haynes said.
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Forum To Hold The Pickles...

A student waits for his sandwich at the L Palmer
Brown Lynx Lair which opened March 16.
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'If You Can't Say Anything Nice... ?'

TOM
LOGLE
DOUBTING
THOMAS

So I said to myself, "Tom, why
don't you try to write something
positive this time?" But I can't. To
use an analogy from a certain letter
to the editor, I feel very comfortable
in my soiled diaper.

I do get asked fairly often why I
always write critical columns, and
occasionally I try to spread a little
sunshine. I always fail miserably.
Recently, though, I figured out why
I'm'negative' in my commentaries:
I like this place.

I'm il6t all too ashamed to ad-
mit it. Deep down inside, I enjoy
almost everything about Rhodes
College, and I know I'm going to

miss it when I leave. And it's pre-
cisely because of this that I criticize
the college every chance I get.

Forced happiness, while pleas-
ant, is usually completely useless. If

you're happy because you're happy,
fine. But if you're happy to avoid
being negative, you're cheating your-
self and the world.

Without negative thinkers, the
world would stagnate. All you Prot-
estants can thank disgruntled Catho-
lics for your religions. Patriotic
Americans, thank a group of colo-
nial discontents for your blessed de-
mocracy. You get my point.
Criticism is grossly underrated.

In this sense, the ever-so-popu-
lar "love it or leave it" mentality is
the greatest possible obstacle to
progress. People who blindly love
and follow usually destroy what they
love. People who leave are issuing a
final condemnation.

People who criticize, on the
other hand, still have hope. I see a
great deal of potential in Rhodes
College. It may be hidden under
piles of asinine decisions and ob-
scured by a cloud of lethally faulty
logic. But it's there.

There are two ways of reaching
this potential. You can look beyond
the rubbish, see the light at the end
of the tunnel, and wish for it. Or you
can attempt to address problematic
issues, create a dialogue, and possi-

bly even get somewhere.
I prefer the second approach.

My criticism is a genuine attempt to
deal with problems. I don't know if
it works, but if I didn't try, I'd be
wasting my time and yours.

Many of the more active students
at Rhodes complain about the apa-
thetic majority. This is why they
complain. People who don't care -
who neither support a position, de-
nounce it, or suggest something new
- are a heavy burden. They con-
tribute nothing to the advancement
of the college. They forget that they
are the customers.

The customer-company rela-
tionship is never so misconstrued as
at a college. More than one profes-
sor has commented that this is the
only business in which the customer
wants to be cheated.

More importantly, students for-
get that they, as customers, have the
right to make demands. Not only
that, the administration is depen-
dent upon students for these de-
mands. (Ideally, it should respond
to these demands,but...) Ifitweren't
for vocal students, this college would
end up on a shelf in a warehouse,
collecting dust next to cases of Tab

and crates of parachute pants.
I don't want to see that happen.

I don't want Rhodes College to be-
come obsolete. I'd much rather my
degree came from a college very few
people have heard of, and not a col-
lege that's a prime example of how
not to run a college.

To be frank, many of the people
who run Rhodes scare me. I've never
met many of them, but I assume
they're good people who are doing
what they have to do. Still, when I
look back at the four years of deci-
sion-making I've witnessed, I have to
shake my head.

But when I look at the faculty, I
see something beautiful. I see a
group of dedicated individuals com-
mitted to providing the best educa-
tion there is to offer.

And when I look at the students,
I see a group of dedicated individu-
als determined to receive this edu-
cation. I see people who have
sacrificed a 4.0 at easier schools so
that they can learn.

This is where my respect for
Rhodes College lies.

This is why I criticize this school
at every opportunity. And this is why
I wish every student would.

Use Skills From Rhodes In The "World"
BRADY
POI
THE
MACHIAVELLIAN

Newspaper columns are funny
little things; they seem to acquire a
life of their own once you start to
write them. As usual, this one ended
up far from what I had intended.

What I had intended to do
was to question the worth of build-
ing such a gargantuan student life
center at a small liberal arts college
that could just as easily use a more
extensive library, more tenure track
positions, or perhaps a new aca-
demic building. You know, things
that are useful in school

I'm not saying, for example, that
the new Pub isn't nice and that I
don't appreciate the fact that if I
wanted to enter the Mr. Universe
competition I could do all of my
training in our whizz-bang, shiny
new gym. I simply wonder if our
priorities here aren't a little off-kil-
ter. So I was thinking about the Bur-

row Library, and how it's a lot like
Mary Lou Retton - small, but it usu-
ally gets the job done.

However, I do remember read-
ing in some official e-mail or Rat
flyer or something that books sup-
posedly are nearing the bottom rung
of the evolutionary chain and the
CD-ROM is on the way up, so why
invest in a building that will be ob-
solete in a decade or two anyway?

All of this got me to think-
ing about modernization, technol-
ogy in general, and the Internet in
particular, the real topic of this col-
umn.

(I decided to quit harassing the
administration for whit- I'm nfrbdd
that if I ever actually see Daughdrill
or a Board member on this campus
they might get me back for my zeal-
ous ramblings. Heck, I don't even
know what they look like. How
would I know if they were sneaking
up on me?)

Supposedly, one of the
great boons about this whole com-
puter thing is that it can put you in
touch with anyone in the world, that
it will open the horizons of culture
and knowledge to you.

Pardon the French, but horse
hockey. The Internet, for all the press

it gets as the universal equalizer, a
society where there are no lines of
division, etc. etc. etc., is grounded
firmly in the middle class. The
Internet will allow you to exchange
information with any one in the
world, provided they can afford a
computer fast enough to run on it,
or tuition to a college where they can
get access for free, or even spend all
the time it takes to sift through a
majority of the crap to get to some-
thing worthwhile in a net full of
Friends Homepages.

As with a lot of other things, ac-
cess to the Internet is based on cold,
hard cash (or, more likely, cold hard
(tEdit cards).

So sure, there's a classless soci-
ety on the Internet. Neither gender,
nor race, nor sexual preference, nor
age need matter across the ether.

But it's a society that's separated
from society at large, and as far as
class goes it's relatively homogenous.
It's a lot like Rhodes in that respect,
actually.

Basically, what I'm trying to get
across is that this constant attempt
to "keep up with the Gateses" is an-
other way to sequester ourselves
from the world and the society
around us. There is a fence around

the Internet built with cash, just as
there is a fence around Rhodes built
of wrought-iron, and just as there is
a fencearound the middle class built
with capital. We take computers and
the Internet as a given part of life in
the '90s. We assume that everyone
else does, too.

The focus in our curriculum
and our experience in general at
Rhodes adds a deeper tint to our
rose-colored shades when it privi-
leges the World Wide Web, and it
skews our world view even further
than normal around here.

Maybe these romantic, technol-
ogy-wary ramblings are a result of
reading too much arllix and
McLuhan, but if we really want to
gain the kind of knowledge about the
world that we are ostensibly here to
get, than perhaps we shouldn't em-
brace the Net so wholeheartedly.

Perhaps instead we should look
at it within its social context, or study
the effects it has on society. Perhaps
we should try to understand it as a
phenomenon rather than simply ac-
cept it as fact and work from that po-
sition. It's like what your mother
always told you if you went swim-
ming - don't dive in before you see
how deep the water is.
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Jubal Trio Performance Reflects Uncommon Mastery
By Elizabeth Nichols highly acclaimed among those in the musical ries was Colloque Sentimental Schadeburg, Perhaps the most unconventional attempt
Arti and Entrtainment Editor community. brows furrowed with the anguish of the by the Jubal Trio was Freund's arrangement of

'Thesday's performance of the Jubal Trio, It was the less traditional elements of the piece's subject, pleaded musically for the re- poet Gwendolyn Brooks' jazzy"Backyard Songs"
which took place at 8:00 pm in Hardie Audito- performanceasdisplayed in the selections from turn of feelings long since lost. Kahn's flute Glancing mischievously at her co-performers,
riun, was a lesson in conventionality for any- Debussy's Rtes Galants II, that revealed the soared hopefully while Jolle's harp repeated Schadeburg belted out a repertoire of soulful
onewho hasever listed to operatic recitative with Trio's most phenomenal ability: the theatrical a constant inquiry, ceasing only when skat At times Schadeburg seemed as though
a distasteful ear or dismissed the rhapsodic or- conveyance of human emotion. Schadeburg's Schadeburg's voice plummeted and closed she was about to bring forth an operatic aria,
nammentation of harp music. The performance voice nimbly ran the gamut from innocent trill with tragic realization until she would again descend into a swagger-
continually challenged the stale preconceptions to hushed coconspirator to throaty growl with Strong literary elements shone through- ing growl
that many harbor towards chamber music. all the authority of a master storyteller. out the remainder of the performance, as The common tragic elements present in the

Soprano Christine Schadeburg, flutist Sue Kban'stiutewasbarely ashadow ofitscon- the evening progressed with George radically different mediums of jazz and opera
Ann Kahn and harpist Susan Jolles deftly servative persona, dreamily supporting Crumb's composition of Frederico Garcia were emphasized in of de Wtt Williams on his
blended the classical and contemporary, display- Schadebures ethereal and lilting vocals in Les Lorca's "Little Songs for Children." Visions way to Lincoln Cemetery, an elegy that recalled
ingan effortless masteryof instrumentation and Ingenus In La Tune, the harp claimed a refresh- of La Seilorita del Albanico were conjured operatic lamentation on several occasions.
vocals and a perceptive, theatrical skill. ingly central role, bringing forth a solid bass as Jolles and Kahn's instrumentation flut- The evening was marked by remarkable ver-

The performance,as part of the McCoy Vis- rhythm usually unheard of in its traditional rep- tered like a fan before the eyes of the mis- satility, sweeping timbre and effortless talent,
itingArtist Series, demonstrated beautifully the ertoire tress and Schadeburg's gregarious vocals making it an extraordinary offering for those
characteristics for which the Trio has been so The strongest offering of the Debussy se- rose with fanfare. lucky enough to be in attendance.

Pop. U2's Departure
From Musical Reality?
By Nowell York
Staff Correspondent

U2's first bona fide album in four years ful-
fills the criterion that is most precious to any-
one who spends too much time thinking about
music: It is capable of absorbing any interpreta-
tion you would care to impose on it. Even
though Pop has been hyped as a daring depar-
ture from musical reality, it ends up being some-
thing considerably less. Far from an exercise in
daring self-indulgence, Pop is too often guilty of
a much more serious offense: not going far
enough.

This album is a uniquely ironic celebration
of popular culture, suggesting that it has become
our new object of worship, the pursuit of thrills
and overstimulation our new religion.

Pop is virtually bursting with loops, samples,
and other patently un-rock-like production
touches. Though definitely not a full-blown
disco album, Pop shows techno and industrial
influences to varying degrees throughout its
twelve tracks.

Much of the album's daring departure is
poured into only four songs: DiscothEque, Do You
Feel Loved, Mofo, and Miami The other two-
thirds of the album are relatively conventional
songs, pushed and pulled between the matrix
of U2's recent and early music.

Pop's first single and opening track,
Discoth~que, is a close cousin of The Fly, yet the
latter sounds anemic compared to the booming
rhythm, buzzing guitars and dense arrangement
of the former. Mofo is a sonic assault of ma-
chine-gun-like blasts of electronic base; un-
doubtedly Pop's boldest stroke. Miami with its
drum loops and Bono's free-association on the
nightmarish American dream ("Freshman
squeaky clean/She tastes of chlorine") is a false
start that goes on for close to five minutes.

Despite my love affair with the ragging drum
riffs in Discothque and Mofo. Pop only boasts
five songs- If God Wil Send HisAngl, Staring
At The Sun, La aNightOn Earth, Gone, and Wake
Up Dead Man-that deserve to immediately
take their place among the very best music U2
has created. Religious doubts are gorgeously
articulated on the gentle If God Will Send His
Angels This song contains the album's best line:
"It's the blind leading the blond/It's the stuff of
countrysongs."

Like so many elements of the ephemeral
culture it both disparages and celebrates, Pop is
not what it appears to be. Ultimately, Pop is not
about disco music or dance culture; it's about
being surrounded by people but feeling utterly
alone and isolated; it's about having it all but
feeling you have nothing; it's the hypnotic
sounds and moods of a pop culture hangover.

Tinniswood Lecture Gives
Insight Into The World of
Wren's Architecture
By Rebecca Anderson
kkode&sr Editor

British architectural and cultural histo-
rian, Adrian Tinniswood, in a lecture orga-
nized by Rhodes' British Studies Department,
spoke on March 18, 1997 about the life and
work of Seventeenth century Baroque archi-
tect Christopher Wren.

The lecture, titled "That Extraordinary
Genius: The Life and Work of Sir Christo-
pher Wren" was co-sponsored by the Royal
Oak Foundation, the American branch of the
British National Trust, the largest cultural
conservation association in the world.

According to Tinniswood, Wren was
"England's greatest architect in six reigns"
and "A prodigious young scholar' in many
other disciplines. Wren pioneered advances
in medicine and astronomy and was associ-
ated with a group of "experimental philoso-
phers" who were interested in "ocular
inspection of nature itself' Originally an aca-
demic by profession, Wren became interested
in architecture while, a professor of as-
tronomy at Oxford when he was asked to
design a building for the campus.

According to Tinniswood, Wren's family
was closely aligned with the royalist side in
the British Civil War, which broke out when
Wren was ten. Wren was not politicized by
the war, however he did feel a need in later
life to impose order onto a disordered world.
Tinniswood speculated that Wren's interest
in science was a way of"placing the world on
a rational footing."

As a very young man, Wren was included
in an elite intelligentsia committed to
Baconian, anti-Aristotelian, experiment-
based investigation of the natural world.

Despite this association with seemingly
radical thinkers of the time, Wren's life and
architecture still reflect that of minor aris-
tocracy (his father and uncle were high rank-

ing, influential members of the clergy under
the pre-Cromwell monarchy) with a good
deal of learning, natural curiosity, money and
free time.

Wren was a Baroque architect, a highly-
decorated, rigid style he was exposed to dur-
ing a seven week voyage to France where he
visited the Louvre and watched the begin-
nings of construction on Versailles, then a
rough hunting lodge. This was his only so-
journ outside of Britain and the only time he
ever attempted to educate himself in archi-
tecture.

Wren held tenaciously to his Baroque
style, even as the death of Queen Mary and
the demise of absolutism brought about
Baroque's death. Wren was undoubtedly an
"extraordinary genius" but he was also un-
doubtedly an extreme conservative, dedicated
to preserving the strict world order of the ab-
solute monarchy in a world that actively re-
jected this absolutism. Most of Wren's works
reflects royalist sympathies and a disregard
for reality in favor of idealized perfection.

Wren designed buildings for institutions
that preserved the existing order and regarded
any change with, at best, skepticism. He de-
signed churches; palaces for Charles III, Wil-
liam and Mary, and buildings for Oxford and
Cambridge. The Baroque style was especially
fitting for Wren's work- highly ornamental
and frivolous, while also rigid and unchange-
able.

Wren himself also resisted change. While
Wren held the office of Surveyor General, the
chief architect of England, absolutism went
out of Vogue. Instead of adapting his style of
design to fit the new milieu of the time,Wren
became a royal anachronism. While Wren's
work is fascinating and grotesquely beauti-
ful in its excesses, the Baroque style represents
an era that has past; it holds very little mean-
ing to the modem viewer.
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Rhodes' Boys Of Spring On The
Road: Baseball On Losing Streak
By Mall Beck
Staff Correspondmnt

While most Rhodes students
were basking in sunshine or relax-
ing at home over the spring break,
the members of the baseball team
were proving that the season is in
full swing in a series of games in
Texas.

The team visited SCAC confer-
ence foes Trinity and Southwestern.
Six games were scheduled for the
week, three against each team. The
weather, however, did not cooper-
ate and one game against each team
had to be cancelled.

Highly ranked Southwestern
University, of Georgetown, Texas,
defeated Rhodes in both games, 19-
5 and 8-4. Although Southwestern

is the best team on the Lynx's sched-
ule this year, the team was disap-
pointed to lose both games.

The Lynx
split the double
header with
Trinity in San
Antonio. They
won the first
game, which
was highlighted
by Sophomore
Patrick Finley's
homerun.

"I felt good," Finley said. "I had
been hitting very well in practice
before the game, sending a few out
of the park"

They lost the second game 4-1,
but some fine performances stood
out in that game as well.

For instance, Danny Pegg's
pitching was superb in the contest.
Other players who played especially

well throughout the
road trip include
Todd Blasdel and
Chris Valas. Valas not
only hit well, but also
pitched a good game.

"Southwestern is a
top notch team," Valas
said. "Although we
lost to them it will be

a good experience in the long run.
The whole team played well
throughout the trip, especially
Patrick [Finley."

Valas pitched the 7-5 win at
Trinity. This was a huge win for the
Lynx over their main conference ri-
val, especially because thty were on

Trinity's home field.
Only two teams from the SCAC

will advance to post-season compe-
tition, and Southwestern will likely
be one of them. The battle for the
other spot is predicted to be up for
grabs between Trinity and Rhodes,
so the rivalry between the two teams
will most likely be fierce.

Head Coach Jim Elgin looks for-
ward to the rest of the season as a
challenge. It is up to the players as
to whether they make it to post-sea-
son play or not.

The Lynx have been on a losing
streak this past week, giving up
their last four games. They hope
that the nicer weather will bring
more fans to the home games so
that they can end their slump and
get going in the right direction.

Athletes
Competing On
National Level
By (arlos lopes
Staff Correspondent

Junior Nicole Horvath and
Sophomore Jason Walter repre-
sented the Rhodes track and field
team at the Indoor Track and Field
National Championships in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin on March 7.

Horvath placed seventh overall
in the 5000m race, with a personal
record time of 17:49. Horvath was
pleased with her time, which is also
a new school record. "It was an
experiene that I can not compare to
any other" Horvath said. "It was re-
ally intense and the race was really
fast."

Walter placed ninth overall in the
triple jump, with a jump of 44'7.25.

Head Coach Robert Shankman
was overwhelmed by these two ath-
letes performances this winter and
looks forward to watching them im-
prove in the Outdoor Track season.
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